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With the popularity of Glee, American Idol and Hollywood’s latest
musical blockbusters ... Broadway has reached a new Golden Era of
industry dominance. And now, Susan Egan, one of Broadway’s and
Disney’s most celebrated performers, is bringing it all together into one
concert! With her award-winning acting chops, her riotous humor, and
a voice that critics have dubbed the “perfect Broadway instrument,”
Susan takes you on a journey from Belle to babies and beyond, with
hilarious personal anecdotes that rival any top-rated reality show!
“dynamic, irresistible...(a) beacon of enchantment.”
— Donald Rosenberg, Cleveland Plain Dealer

“This Broadway singing star is a high-voltage performer who dominates
a stage with a galvanizing presence. [Listening to her] is like an all
night conversation with your best friend.”
— Los Angeles Times

“Egan’s voice [is] the perfect Broadway instrument:
a balanced combination of technique and moxie.”
— The Orange County Register

“Susan Egan is divine.”
— New York Magazine

“Egan is electrifying …”

Cabaret

— New York Post

Thoroughly
Modern
Millie

Spirited
Away

“[Her] powerhouse voice will change
the way you hear [these songs] from now on.”
— Associated Press

“[Egan’s] sharply focused soprano …
is beguiling in the extreme.”
— Variety

“Susan is svelte, sexy and sensational….
And boy can she belt!”
— Liz Smith, New York Post

“She has a knockout [voice and] sings the guts out
of [these] magnificent songs.”

Hercules

Disney’s
Beauty
And the
Beast

— Newsday

“Egan sings only as an accomplished musician can.”
— USA Today

“Her insight into the inner elements of each piece she sang allowed her the freedom to invest songs
with many seemingly spontaneous qualities and her first-rate comedic skills.” — Los Angeles Times

USAN EGAN has traversed all four corners of the
entertainment industry, making powerful impressions in theatre, film, television and music.

S
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On Broadway, Susan starred in the title role of
Thoroughly Modern Millie; won critical acclaim as
Broadway’s longest-running ‘Sally Bowles’ in Cabaret;
originated the leading roles in Triumph of Love and State
Fair; and most notably, received both Tony Award® and
Drama Desk® nominations for “Best Actress” as the
original ‘Belle’ in Disney's Beauty and the Beast.

The Real Housewife
of Broadway
showcases classic tunes by
Gershwin, Porter, Rodgers and
Hammerstein, and Harold Arlen;
modern standards by Kander
and Ebb, Jerry Herman, Alan
Menken, and Stephen Schwartz;
and new music by today’s
hottest NY writers such as
Jason Robert Brown, Georgia
Stitt and Paul Gordon.

Susan’s film credits include 13 Going on 30, Gotta Kick
It Up for the Disney Channel, and countless independent
features seen at prestigious global film festivals. In
animation, Egan gave voice to sultry ‘Meg’ in Disney's
Hercules, sang as 'Angel' in Lady and the Tramp II, and
translated two Japanese blockbusters into English for
director Hayao Miyazaki: 'Gina' in Porco Rosso, and ‘Lin’
in Spirited Away, which won an Academy Award® for
Best Animated Feature. She has also spent the last 6
years recording the voice of ‘Belle’ for all those Disney
Princess CDs and toys!
On television, Egan spent two seasons on the WB’s
Nikki, and has guest-starred on countless primetime
network shows as well as several movies of the week
and specials for ABC, CBS, and the Disney Channel.
As a concert performer, Susan has taken her solo
concert from coast to coast. She has also headlined with
some of the finest symphonies worldwide. She has
taken the concert stage at Lincoln Center, Carnegie
Hall, the Kennedy Center and the Hollywood Bowl just
to name a few. Susan has over 40 recording credits from
Broadway cast albums to film soundtracks, including her
6 solo CDs. Visit: www.susanegan.net
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Audiences and critics agree that Susan is captivating: “This Broadway singing star is a high-voltage performer
who dominates a stage with a galvanizing presence. [Listening to her] is like an all night conversation with your best friend.”
— Los Angeles Times
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